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1. INTRODUCTION 
Ordinary differential equations are a widely used model in representing the real world, and most 
of them are usually solved by numerical methods, which have great importance in scientific 
computing. Computer algebra is a powerful tool for the development of new numerical methods 
for ODEs  and the analysis of their properties. The essence of symbolic computation is its ability 
to compute expressions, leaving the elements of a computation unevaluated. Another notable 
feature is its capability to perform simplification of expressions involving unevaluated elements. 
Moreover, it reduces the bothering tasks of mathematical manipulations, and of course a good 
deal of errors are eliminated. 
We think that computer algebra has not been used to its full potential in the context of analysis 
of numerical methods for ODEs. An interesting example of its usage in the symbolic derivation of 
numerical methods for ODEs, can be found in [1], in which the author describes a Mathematica 
package which helps to derive and analyze Runge-Kutta methods. The analysis of the stability 
properties of Runge-Kutta-NystrSm methods is considered in [2], in which the authors present a 
Mathematica package to compute the interval of stability. 
We use the symbolic package Mathematica to prove a bound for the order of consistency of a 
family of composite implicit Runge-Kutta-NystrSm (RKN) methods for y" = f(t, y). The algo- 
rithms for proving an order bound usually consist of some transformations of the order conditions, 
which produce a contradiction. It is known that there are some difficulties in dealing with the 
order conditions of a RKN method for ODEs, because they are nonlinear in the parameters of the 
method [3]. It is helpful and necessary to use computing tools to deal with the involved symbolic 
objects, and to carry out the complex calculations. 
We used Mathematica as an interactive programming language, through which it is possible 
to describe and transform the order conditions. We outline the approach we followed briefly. 
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We start from a four parameters family of RKN methods, which has order 3 for every values of 
the parameters. We express the relations which bind the parameters in the order conditions, as 
transformation rules (see [4] for details about this terminology). They represent a less unpleasant 
way to describe the laws which axe satisfied by the parameters of the method. Then, we use these 
transformation rules in replacements in the order conditions which the parameters ofthe methods 
have to satisfy, to obtain an order as higher as possible for the composite method. From each 
order condition, we derive a new transformation rule, which is added to the previous ones, until 
a contradiction occurs. We performed the calculations using the functions available in the kernel 
of Mathematica. This technique does not consist of an automatic demonstration f a theorem; 
indeed human interaction is needed to arrange the simplified expressions in output in such a way 
that we axe able to apply the transformation rules, and also to derive new rules. 
In Section 2, we recall briefly the definition of a Runge-Kutta-NystrSm ethod, together 
with the order conditions. In Section 3, we introduce the family of implicit RKN methods 
under consideration, and prove an order bound, through the approach of elementary differentials, 
showing in details the use of computer algebra. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The general m-stage Runge-Kutta-NystrSm method for the system of ODEs 
y" = f ( t ,y ( t ) ) ,  y(to) = Yo, y/(to) = Y/o, y(t), f ( t ,y )  • R 8 (2.1) 
is given by [3] 
Kn,i = f tn + cih, y~ + h 2 ai,lKn,l , i = 1 , . . . ,m,  (2.2') 
m 
Yn+l "~- Yn + hYtn + h2 E bjgj, (2.2") 
j= l  
~Tt 
y~+, = y~ + h Z b;Zj ,  (2.2 m) 
j= l  
where A = (ajl), b = (bj), b' = (b}), c = (cj) axe the coefficients that define the formula. 
Method (2.2) can be represented by the Butcher array: 
c A 
b T 
btT 
We recall briefly the terminology about trees and order conditions, that we will use in the follow- 
ing. The details axe contained in [3]. p(t) usually indicates the order q of the labeled tree, i.e., 
the number of its vertices. 7(t) denotes the density, which is defined recursively as 
7(t) = p(t)7(tl)7(t2) . . . 7(tin), 
where tl, t2,..., tm axe the subtrees ramified from the root of t. Moreover, if t is a labeled tree 
with root j, then it is denoted by 
¢( t )  = 
k , l  . . . .  
the sum over the q - 1 remaining indices k,/,.... The following order conditions can be found 
in [3]. 
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THEOREM 1. A Runge-Kutta-Nystrbm method is of order p, if and only if 
= 1 
J (p(t) + 1)'y(t) '  
~(t)' 
J 
for a/l trees t with p(t) _< p - 1, 
for all SN-trees t with p(t) <_ p. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
The following simplifying assumptions are useful in the construction of RKN methods: 
bi = b~(1 - c~), i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m.  (2.5) 
I f  bi satisfy (2.5), we can only consider elations (2.4), because (2.3) are obviously satisfied (see 
[3, Lemma 13.13]). Moreover, if 
Ea i j  = @, i = 1,2, . . .  ,m, (2.6) 
then the number of the order conditions to satisfy decreases, because some of them become 
superfluous [3, Lemma 13.14]. 
3. COMPOSITE  RKN METHODS 
In this section, we consider a simple families of Runge-Kutta-NystrSm methods, consisting of 
k disjoint s-stages RKN methods, that can be implemented on different processors. A linear 
combination of the results produces the final approximation, sothat the method can be written 
in the following way: 
C1 A1 
BT 
Pl B'~ 
+ 
C2 A2  
By 
P2 BIr  
. . .+  
Ck Ak 
B: 
Pk B'~ 
(3.1) 
Ch, Bh, and B'h, h = 1, . . . ,  k are vector of length s and Ah is a s-by-s matrix. The h th internal 
method 
Ch Ah  
B~- (3.2) 
B': 
gives approximants in tn+l denoted with ..(h) and ..~(h) and the final result is computed through ,,Yn+l J n+ l ,  
the linear combination 
(1). _ _ (k) (3.3) Yn+l  "~ P lYn+I  "I- " " " + PkYn+l" 
The method (3.1) can obviously be seen as a Strictly-Block-Diagonal RKN method, represented 
by the following Butcher array: 
C1 A1 0 .. .  0 
0 A2 .. .  0 
. . . . .  • 
0 0 .. .  Ak 
plB  pkB: 
plBi T m . pkB  m 
(3.4) 
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as well as every Strictly-Block-Diagonal RKN method (3.4) can be seen as a composite 
method (3.1) with Pl = P2 . . . . .  Pk = 1. 
This type of composition was already considered in [5,6] for Runge-Kutta methods. In [7], 
the authors considered RKN methods of type (3.4), with internal methods of one stage, and 
order bounds were proved in [8] for simplectic RKN methods (3.4). In [9], Runge-Kutta-NystrSm 
methods of type (3.1) were considered, also with internal methods with different number of 
stages. They are useful on parallel architectures having high interprocessors costs, because data 
must be transmitted only during the computation of (3.3). 
We start from internal methods having a nontrivial order 3, and try to construct a composite 
method having an higher order p > 3. This composition would be useful, to have a couple of 
methods to use in the estimate of the local error. 
In this section, we start considering a family of {k, 1,2) implementation. We recall that a 
{v, #,a} implementation refers to a parallel RK (or RKN method in this case) that can be 
implemented on u MIMD processors, in only # cycles if the solutions of implicit systems are 
available, and the underlying method is a-implicit, i.e., a is the length of the longest loop in the 
digraph associated to matrix A of the method. The details are contained in [5,6]. 
In the following example, we will consider a family if type (3.1) with internal methods having 
two stages. The coefficients of the h th internal method will be indicated as shown in the following 
Butcher array: 
c~h) .(h) 
"11 
c~h) .(h) 
to21 
h) 
b~ h) 
a(h) 12 
a(h) 
22 
C 
b~(h) 
The coefficients satisfy the following relations, for V h = 1, . . . ,  k: 
(3.5) 
2C-  1 
a(h) 1 C(h)2 .(h) 
12 = ~ 1 -- '~11 , 
= 1-  2el h) (3.6a) 
C- -  b?) (1 -C ) ,  (3.6b) 
a(h) l.(h)2 .(h) 
21 = ~2 --~22 • (3.6c) 
Conditions (3.6b) and (3.6c) are the simplifying conditions (2.5),(2.6) which we recalled in the 
previous section. Equation (3.6a) have been derived, by solving the order conditions in order to 
obtain an order at least 2, letting c~ h), c~ h), ~(h) (h) *zl, a22 as free parameters. Moreover, if 
-6Cc2(h) + 3 (C + - 2 : o, (3.z) 
each internal method is of order 3. 
Because (3.6b) hold, we can only consider order conditions of type (2.4). We assigned values 
to the variables of the RKN method during a Mathematica session, as it follows: 
I n [Z]  := bp i [h]  
In  [2] : = bp2 ra] 
In[3] := aZ2[h] 
In[4] := a21 [h] 
:= (2 c2[h] -1 ) / (2  (c2[h] -c l [h ] ) ) ;  
:= (1-2 c1[h] ) / (2  (c2[h] -c l [h ] ) ) ;  
:= 1/2 c1[h] '2  - a l l [h ] ;  
:= 1 /2  c2[h]~2 - a22[h] .  
Let us prove, now, the following theorem, which states a limit to the obtainable order of 
method (3.1), showing how we used Mathematica to obtain the thesis. 
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THEOREM 2. A composite RKN method of type (3.1), having the coe~cients ofeach h th internal 
method satisfying (3.6) and (3.7), Vh = 1, . . . ,  k is o/maximum order 5, whatever is k. 
PROOF. By observing the order conditions, it seems convenient to use the following positions: 
.(h) .(h) dh = C~ h) + C~ h) -- 1, qh ~- ~11 "~- ~22 ' (3.8) 
so that we will write the order conditions (2.4) in a simpler way. Similar positions were used 
in [5], where the author proved that a composite Runge-Kutta method, with internal methods of 
order 3, can have maximum order 4. Considering also (3.7), it holds that 
C(h).(h) 1 1 
1 ~2 = ~ "~- ~dh" (3.9) 
Moreover, to simplify the computation, we also need to set 
(h) (h)_ (h) (h) 
mh -~a l l  C 2 ff-a22 c 1 , 
. (h )  2(h) _ 2 (h)  
rh=~l l  ~2 t622~1 , 
lh . (h )  3(h) _ 3 (h)  
~11 ~2 -~-322~1 , 
kh ,~(h).~(h) ~,(h)~,(h) 
.(h).~2(h) a22c2(h), 8h = ~I i  ~1 -4- 
. (h) .fl(h) a22c~(h).  nh = ~'I1 "q + 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
We consider (3.8)-(3.12) as transformation rules to be used in replacements [4]. It is convenient 
to label them, as it follows: 
In[5] := r l  ffi c l[h] + c2[h] --* 1 + d[h];  
In [6]:ffi r2 ffi a l l [h ]  + a22[h] --* q[h];  
In[7] := r3 ffi cl[h] c2[h] -~ 1/6 + d[h]/2; 
In[8] :ffir4=cl[h]'2c2[h]'2 -+ (1/6+d[h]/2)'2; 
In[9] := r5 = all[h] c2[h] + a22[h] cl[h] -~ re[h]; 
In[lO] :ffi r6 ffi al l[h] cl[h] + a22[h] c2[h] -+ k[h];  
In[I l l  := r7 ffi all[hi c2[h]'2 + a22[h] cl[h]^2-~ r[h]; 
In[12] :ffi r8 = all[h] c1[h]^2 + a22[h] c2[h]^2-+ s[h]; 
In[13] :ffi r9 = all[hi c2[h]^3 + a22[h] c1[h]^3--* l[h]; 
In[14] :ffi r lO = all[h] cI[h]A3 + a22[h]c2[h]^3-+ n[h]. 
Application of a transformation rule means that the string which appears in the left-hand side of 
the rule will be substituted by the string which is in the right. Through the computation of d~, 
d 3, and d 4, it follows that 
2 
cl.)  +  h)2 = i + d. + 
1 
7 11 2 d 4. c~h)4 -{- c~h)4 "~ 1"-8 + d + - : -d h -{- 2d 3 + 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
As an example, let us explain in details how we computed (3.13)-(3.15). We will omit these 
details in the following. After the computation of ~,  
In[15] := d[h]A2 == Expand[(cl[h] + c2[h] -1)'2] 
Out[15] = d[h] 2 ffi= i - 2 cl[h] + cl[h] 2 - 2 c2[h] + 2 cl[h] c2[h] + 
c2[h] 2 
it is necessary to put consecutively the elements which appear in the left-hand sides of the 
transformation rules, so that Mathematica can perform replacements. We arrange the previous 
Out [15] in the following way: 
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In[16]:= d[h] '2 - i -2  cl[h] c2[h] +2 (cl[h] + c2[h]) == 
cl[h]^2 + c2[h]^2. 
We can now apply  the transformation rules: 
In [17]  := S impl i fy[Y ,  / / .  { r l , r3}]  
Out [17] 2 = - + d[h] + din] 2 == cl[h] 2 + c2[h] 2 
3 
obtain ing (3.13), which is the transformation rule r l l :  
In [18]  := r l l  = c1[h]^2 + c2[h]^2 --~ 2/3 + d[h]  + d[h] '2 .  
At  the same manner,  the computat ion and simplif ication of d 3 produces (3.14), which is named 
r12:  
In [19]  := d[h]~3 == Expand[ (c l [h ]  + c2[h]  -1)~3] 
0ut [19]  = d[h]  3 == -1 + 3 c l [h ]  - 3 c l [h ]  2 + c l [h ]  3 + 3 c2[h]  - 
< 6 c l [h ]  c2[h]  + 3 c l [h ]  2 c2[h]  - 3 c2[h]  2 + 3 c l [h ]  c2[h]  2 + c2[h]  
In[20] := Simpl i fy  [d [h]~3 + 1 - 3 (cl[h] + c2[h]) + 3 (cI[h]A2 + 
c2[h]^2) + 6 cl[h] c2[h] - 3 cl[h] c2[h] (cl[h] + c2[h]) == 
c1[h]^3 + c2[h]~3 //. {rl,r3,rl l}] 
1 3 
= - + d[h]  + d[h]2  0ut[20] 2 2 + d[h]3 == cl[h]3 + c2[h] 3 
In[21] := r12 = ci[h]^3 + c2[h]^3 -~ 1/2 + d[h] + 3/2 d[h]'2 + 
d [h]'3; 
(3.15) is derived through the computat ion of d 4. We label it r13: 
In [22]  := d[h]^4 == Expand[ (c l [h ]  + c2[h]  -1)^4] 
0ut [22]  = d[h]  4 == 1 - 4 c l [h ]  + 6 c l [h ]  2 - 4 c l [h ]  3 + c l [h ]  4 - 4 ¢2[h]  - 
> 12 c l [h ]  c2[h]  - 12 c l [h ]  2 c2[h]  + 4 c l [h ]  3 c2[h]  + 6 c2[h]  2 - 
> 12 c l [h ]  c2[h]  2 + 16 c l [h ]  2 c2[h]  2 - 4 c2[h]  3 + 4 c l [h ]  c2[h]  3 + c2[h]  4 
In [23]  := S impl i fy  [d [h]^4 - 1 + 4 (c l [h ]  + c2[h] )  - 6 (c l [h ]~2 + 
c2[h]~2) + 4 (cl[h]^3 + c2[h]^3) - 12 c1[h] c2[hl + 
12 c l [h ]  c2[h]  (c l [h ]  + c2[h] )  - 4 c l [h ]  c2[h]  (c l [h ]^2 + 
c2[h]~2) - 6 c l [h ]^2 c2[h] '2  == 
c l [h ]~4 + c2[h]~4 / / .  { r l , r3 , r4 , r l l , r l2}]  
Out [23] 7 11 2 = = - -  + d[h] + - -  d[h] + 2 d[h] 3 + d[h] 4 el[h] 4 + c2[h] 4 
18 6 
In [24]  := r13 = c1[h]'4 + c2[h]A4 -~ 7/18 + d[h] + 11/6 d[h]'2 + 
2 d [h]^3+d [hi*4. 
We will omit  to exhibit  the Mathemat ica  session which is necessary to derive the following rules 
r14- r22 ,  because in this format a lot of page space is required. Anyway, the der ivat ion is s imilar 
to the previous sessions: we started from the computat ion of dhqh, a~hqh, dhkh, dhmh, dhrh, dhSh, 
and considering also (3.7), we obtain: 
In  [251 : = 
In  [26] : = 
In[27] : = 
In [28]  : = 
In [29] : = 
In  [30] : = 
In [31]  := 
r14 = d[h] q[h] -~ re[h] - q[h] + k[h]; 
r15 =r[h]  + s[h] -~ d[h]A2 q[h] + d[h] q[h] + 2/3 q[h]; 
r16 = r[h] - s[h] -4 d[h] m[h] + m[h] - d[h] k[h] - k[h]; 
r17 = rib] -~ d[h] m[h] + m[h] - 1/2 d[h] q[h] - 1/6 q[h]; 
r18 = s[h] -~ d[h]  k[h] + k[h]  - 1/2 d[h]  q[h]  - 1/6 q[h] ;  
r19 = d[h] k[h] -~ -k [h] +s [h] +l/2 d[h] q[h]+i/6 q[h]; 
r20 = d[h] m[h] -~ -m[h]+I/2 din] q[h]+l/6 q[h] + r[h]; 
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I n [32]  := r21 = l [h ]  - ,  d[h] r [h ]  + r [h ]  - 1/6 re[h] - 1/2 d[h] m[h];  
In[33] := r22 = h[h] -~ d[h] s[h] + s[h] - I/6 k[h] - 1/2 d[h] k[h]. 
Let us examine now the order conditions for the composite method (3.1), starting from internal 
methods (3.5) satisfying (3.6) and (3.7). In order to obtain order at least 3 for the composite 
method too, it must hold 
k 
~-~.Ph = 1. (3.16) 
h----1 
Equation (3.16) becomes the first of the new derived transformation rule, which we will apply to 
the parameters of the composition (3.1): 
In[34] := newrl = Sum[to[h], {h,s}] -~ 1. 
Moreover, from Theorem 1 of Section 2, in the construction of the composite method, we must 
consider only order conditions of type (2.4), because (2.4) imply (2.3) in our case. 
Let us consider how to obtain order 4. The order conditions for RKN methods up to order 5 can 
be found in [3]. We used a Mathematica package written by Okunbor [11] to derive the conditions 
for order 6. Equation (3.6c) are the simplifying conditions recalled in [3, Lemma 13.14], which 
allow us to reduce the number of the order conditions to the following two: 
1 , 1 
 b;c = = (3 .17)  
i i 
For the composite method (3.1), the conditions (3.17) become 
k 2 
b '(h) c (h)3 (3.18) ~-~phE41= 1, E41= ~ ~ i , 
h=l 4=1 
k 2 1 EphE42= "~, E42:  ~ ~0,['Kh)a,j(h)cj(h)~). (3.19/ 
h=l  i , j= l  
Applying some of the previous transformations, it follows that 
k 
phdh = 0, (3.20) 
h=l  
k k 
1 
Z o,,',,, - 5 =0 (3.21) 
h=l  h=l  
Let us show how we obtained (3.20) and (3.21) in details. We have to use the definitions (3.6) 
for the variables of the method, and the transformation rules in the following way: 
In[35] := Simplify [bpl[h] cl[h]'3 + bp2[h] c2[h]~3] 
Out r353 = c l [h ]2  + cX[h]c2[h] - 2c l [h l2c2[h l  + c2[h] 2 - 2ct[hlc2[h] 2 
2 
In [36] := 1/2 (c l [h ]*2  + c2[h] '2  + c l [h ]  c2[h] - 2 c l [h ]  c2[h] (c l [h ]  
+ c2[h]))  I I . {r l , r3 , r l l}  
Out [36] = 3 +d[h] 
12 
Considering Out [36], the order condition (3.18) becomes 
k k 
3 1 1 
o,, + d,, = 
h=l  h=l  
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which we transform in the Mathematica session using newrl-(3.16): 
In[37]:  = 3/12 Sum[ro[h] ,{h,s}] + 1/12 Sum[ro[h] d[h] ,{h,s}] - 
1/4 == 0 / / .  newrl 
Out [37] ffi Sum[d[h]ro[h], {h, s}] == 0. 
12 
From 0ut [37], we derive the new transformation rule newr2: 
In[38]: = newr2 = Sum[ro[h] d[h], {h,s}] -~ O; 
so that (3.18) implies (3.20). At the same way, we derive (3.21) from (3.19). In fact, 
In[39]: = Simpllfy[bpl[h] (all[h] cl[h] + al2[h] c2[h] + bp2[h]* 
(a21[h] cl[h] + a22[h] c2[h])] 
Out [39] -- 2all[h] + 2a22[h] - 4a22[h]cl[h] - 4all[h]c2[h] Jr cl[h]c2[h] 
2 
In[40]: = Expand[i/4 (2 (all [h] +a22 [h] ) -4 (all[h] c2[h] + 
a22[h] cl[h]) + cl[h] c2[h]) //. {r2,r3,rS} 
Out [40] l d[h] q[h] = - -  + - m[h]  + ; 
24 8 2 
so that (3.19) becomes 
1 k 1 
2"-4h=lZ Oh-}- phdh  -- h=l phmh Jr = Phqh (3.22) 
We apply newrl ,newr2 to (3.22): 
In[41]: ffi 1/24 Sum[ro[h],{h,s}] + 1/8 Sum[ro[h] d[h],{h,s}] - 
1/24 Sum[ro[h] m[h] ,{h,s}] + 1/2 Sum[ro[h] qth] ,{h,s}] 
1/24 == 0 //. {newrl,newr2} 
0ut[41] =-  Sum[re[h] to[h] {h, s}] + Sum[q[h]ro[h], {h, s}] == 0; 
' 2 
from which we derive (3.21) as transformation rule newt3: 
In[42] := newr3 = Sum[ro[h] q[h], {h,s}] --+ 2 Sum[to[h] re[h], {h,s}]. 
Let us consider now how it is possible for the composite method to reach algebraic order 5. We 
will drop the subscript (h), for which the meaning has become clear, and also the details of the 
computation carried over through Mathematica, which is similar to the operations we used to 
obtain (3.20) and (3.21). We will put in evidence only the transformation rules which we derive 
from each order condition under consideration. Because of the simplifying conditions (3.6b) 
and (3.6c), we have to consider only three order conditions to obtain order 5: 
k 2 
h=l  i----1 
k 1 2 
~-~OhE52 = -~, E52 = E b~c~a'jcJ' (3.24) 
h= l i , j= l 
k 1 2 
= = bia~jc j . (3.25) 
h= l i , j= l 
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Substituting (3.6), simplifying and collecting terms so that transformation rules can be applied, 
we can write E51 of (3.23) in the following way: 
1 1 
S5,1 : 5 (C3 ~- c3) -~- 5 clc2(cl -~ c2) - ClC2 (CLC2 -~- c21 -~- c~). (3.26) 
By virtue of rules r l ,  r3, r11, r12, (3.26) is changed into 
7 1 1 2 
E51 = + +  dh. 
Applying newrl, newr2 to (3.27), from (3.23), we derive 
(3.27) 
k 
. dX = 1 (3.2s) 
h=l 
which is the transformation rule newr4: 
In[43]  := newr4 = Sum[ro[h] d[h]~2, {h,s}] ---* 1/15. 
Proceeding at the same way, we can simplify E52 in (3.24): 
Using r l ,  
1 1 
E52 - ~(allCl +322c2) - ClC2(all -+-322) + ~C1C2(C1 "~-C2 -- 2CLC2). 
r2, r3, r6, r14, E5,2 in (3.29) becomes 
(3.29) 
Using newrl, 
E52 = 3 qh -- ~mh + dh + 36" 
newr2, from (3.24), we derive the new rules 
(3.30) 
k 1 
E Phqh = -~, 
h=l 
k 
phmh = ! 30' h=l 
k k 
h=l h=l 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
Equation (3.31) will substitute the old newt3, which is now superfluous: 
In[44] := newt3  = Sum[ro[h]  q[h], {h,s}] -~ 1 /15 ;  
In[45] := newr5 = Sum[ro[h] m[h], {h,s}] -~ 1/30; 
In[46] := newr6 = Sum[ro[h] k[h], {h,s}] -~ 
Sum[ro[h] d[h] q[h], {h,s}]+i/30; 
Ess in (3.25) is simplified in the following way: 
1 1 
E63 --= ~(al lO1 + a22a2) -~- ~(a1102 d- 322c1) -- c1¢2(al l  Jc 322) 
122 - (allC  +  clc2. 
(3.34) 
Using r2, r3, r4, r5, r6, rT, r8, r14, (3.34) becomes 
I I 1 2 i 
E53 = -~ + -~dh + -~dh + ~qh -- rh. (3.35) 
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Applying ne~rrl, ne~rr2, newr3, newr4, from (3.25) and (3.35), it follows that 
k 
1 
phrh = -~, (3.36) 
h----1 
which is the transformation rule newr7: 
In[47] := newr7 ffi Sum[ro[h] r ib1,  {h,s}] ~ 1/36. 
Let us consider now the order conditions which the method has to satisfy to reach order 6. 
These order conditions can be obtained using a Mathematica package written by Okunbor [11]. 
The composite method can have order 6 if, among others, the following conditions hold, which 
are sufficient for our scope: 
k 2 1 
= b,c~, (3.37) ~phE6I "~, Zsl  =~ / 5 
h--1 i--1 
k 2 1 
E phEe2 = -~, Ee2 = ~"~ b;4a,jc j, (3.38) 
h=l i--1 
k 2 
1 I 
~"~phEe3 = ~,  E63 = ~ biaijaikc~, (3.39) 
h=l i,j,kffi l 
k 2 
E oh Ee4 1 E64 ~ ' c:.3 (3.40) 120 'h=l ~,j=1 
We substitute (3.6) in E61 of (3.37) and simplify 
1 1 
E6,1 = ~ (ill 4 -}- c~) n t- ~ClC 2 (ClC 2 -}- c21 -}- c 2) - c12c2(ci -~- c2) - ClC2 (Cl 3 -~- c~). (3.41) 
Applying r l ,  r3, r4, r l l ,  r12, r13 to (3.41), it gives 
II 2 d 5 2 1 3 
E6,1 - - - -~-b~ h +'~dh +-~d h. (3.42) 
Substituting newrl, negro2, newt4 in (3.42) from (3.37), it follows 
k 
=o, 
hf t  
(3.43) 
as rule ne~rr8: 
In [48]  := newt8 ffi Sum[ro[h]  d [h] '3 ,  {h ,s}]  --* 0. 
After simplifications, Es2 in (3.38) is 
1 
E62 ---- ~ ( a11c12 + G22c22) - ClC2(a11c 1 -~ a22c2) 
1 2 122 
"~- ~ClC2(C 1 -~- C~ "4- CLC2) -- ~ClC~(C 1 -~- C2). 
Applying r l ,  r3, r4, r6, r8, r l0 ,  r l l ,  r19, (3.44)becomes 
(3.44) 
1 5 1 2 1 1 1 
E62 = ~ + dh + ~dh + ]kh - -~qh -- ~dheh. (3.45) 
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From (3.38) and (3.45), through the application of newrl, newr2, newr3, neur4, newr6, and 
considering also r18, we derive newr9, newrlO, newrll, and the new newr6: 
In[49]: = newr9 = Sum[to[hi d[h] q[h], {h,s}] -* O; 
In[S0]:= newrlO = Sum[ro[h] s[h], {h,s}] --* 
Sum[ro[h] d[h]'2 q[h],  {h,s}] + 1/60; 
In[51]:= newrl l  = Sum[ro[h] s[h], {h,s}] -~ 
Sum[ro[h] d[h] k[h],  {h,s}] + 1/45; 
In[52] := newr6 = Sum[ro[h] k[h], {h,s}] -~ 1/30; 
which are 
k 
E phdhqh = O, (3.46) 
h-----1 
k k 1 
E phSh = E phd2hqh + "~' (3"47/ 
h=l  h=l  
k k 1 
E phSh = E Ohdhkh + -~, (3.48) 
h=l  h=l  
k 1 
E Phkh = -~. (3.49) 
h=l  
We can write E63 of (3.39) in the following way: 
1 2 122 1 1 E63 = ~ (allC~ + a22c2) + ~ClC 2 - -~ClC2(ancl +a22c2) +-~clc2 (c 2 + c 2) - ~ClC2(cll 22 +c2). (3.50) 
Applying r l ,  r3, r4, r6, r8, r l l ,  (3.50)is changed into 
15 12 .~2 1 1 EBs = "~ + "~dh + "~d h - kh -- dhkh ÷ ~Sh. (3.51) 
From (3.39) and (3.51), through the application of newrl, newr2, newr4, newt6, and consid- 
ering also r18, it follows 
k 
1 (3.52) E Phdhmh ---- 180" 
h=l  
From newrlO and newt11, it follows also 
k k 
phdhqh = E phdhkh + 180" 
h=l  h=l  
(3.53) 
Equations (3.52),(3.53) are newrl2, newr13: 
In[53]:ffi newrl2 = Sum[ro[h] d[h] re[h], {h,s}] -~ 1/180; 
In[54] := newri3 = Sum[ro[h] d[h]~2 q[h], {h,s}] -~ 
Sum[ro[h] d[h] k[h],  {h,s}] + 1/180. 
After simplifications, E64 in (3.40) is 
1 1 1 
~4 = ~(a. + a2~)ClC2 + ~ (allC~ + ,~22c~) +~ (allC~ + a2~c~) - (a.c~ + a22c~) 
122 12 
--  C lC2(a l lC1 -I- a22c2) -- C lc2(a l lC2  -I- a2201) -- ~ClC 2 -~- ~c  1 + c2(01 -I- c2).  
(3.54) 
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Applying r l ,  r2, r3, r4, r5, r6, r7, rS, r9, r14, r19, r20, we can express (3.54)in 
the following way: 
11 lh + ~--~dh-b 7 2 1 3 1 k 1 d 1 1 
ES4 - -  72-'--0 - "~ dh + -8 dh - -6 h -- 5 hkh + -~mh + ~Sh, (3.55) 
and applying newrl, newt2, newt3, newtS, newt6, newtS, newrll to (3.55), from (3.40) it 
follows: 
Using r21, we derive also 
k 
Z phlh = 1 4--6" (3.56) 
h=l  
k 
Zphdhrh  = 1 
180' h=l 
so that we add other transformations rules to the others: 
In[55]:= newt14 = Sum[to[hi l[h], {h,s}] -, 1/40; 
In[56]:= newr15 = Sum[ro[h] d[h] r[h], {h,s}] --* 
From this a contradiction follows. Indeed, from r17, we derive 
1 2 1 
dhrh = d2hmh + dhmh -- ~dhqh -- -ddhqh, 
and using newrg, newrl2, newrl5, from (3.58) it follows 
k k 
.~d~q. - 2 Z ~ = o. 
(3.57) 
1/180. 
(3.58) 
(3.59) 
h=l h=l 
Let us expand now d~qh - 2~m,  using the definitions (3.8)-(3.10), and rewriting the output, so 
that we can apply the transformation rule (we will omit the subscript (h)) 
d2hqh -- 2d2hmh = all + a22 -- 2(allCl + a22c~) -- 4(allc2 + a22cl) + 6ClC2(all + a~2) 
+ (a,14 + a~4) + 5 (~i~4 + ~4)  - 2 (~ld + a~4) (3.60) 
-- 2ClC2(allCl -b a22c2) --  4ClC2(allC2 + a22c l ) .  
Applying r2, r3, r5, r6, r7,  r8, rg, we can simplify (3.60) in the following way: 
d~qh -- 2d2hmh 7 k = - '~ h -- dhkh 
14 (3.61) 
- 2lh -- -~mh -- 2dhmh + 2qh + 3dhqh + 5rh + Sh. 
Summing (3.61) over h, and using newr3, newr5, newr6, newrg, newrl l ,  newrl2, newrl4, 
newrl5, it follows 
k k 
1 
p~,q~ - 2 ~ d~,,~ = -~,  (3.62) 
h=l  h=l  
which clearly contradicts (3.59). 
We conclude that the method (3.1), holding (3.6),(3.7), cannot have order 6. 1 
CONCLUDING REMARK.  The proved theorem shows that a greater number of methods in the 
composition does not allow to increase the order of consistency more than five. Therefore, it is 
not useful to heighten the degree of parallelism by increasing the number of RKN methods of the 
composition, but we should reach a higher degree of parallelism in different ways. 
It is worth noticing that in [5], the authors proved that a similar composition of Runge-Kutta 
methods of order 3, can have maximum order 4. Therefore, we can achieve an higher order with 
the composition of RKN methods. 
We think that the main interest of the theorem is the technique which we used, taking advantage 
of the features offered by symbolic omputation. Indeed, this type of demonstration is suitable 
to generalization, to prove order bounds for more general classes of methods for ODEs. Also in 
this context, symbolic omputation demonstrates to be a powerful tools in scientific omputing. 
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